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DISCUSSION: The ,ervice center director denied the nonimmigrant visa petition. and the matter 
is now before the Administrative Appeab Office (AAO) on appeal. The appeal will be dismi"ed. 
The petition will be denied. 

the petitioner describes itself as_ 
It seeb to employ the beneficiary 

to as a nonimmigrant worker in a 
'pecialty occupation pursuant to section IOI(a)( 15)(H)(i)(b) of the Immigration and Nationality 
Act (the Act). R USc. * 1101(a)( IS)(H)(i)(b). The director denied the petition concluding that 
the pctitioner failed to establish that the proffered position is a specialty occupation. 

The record of proceeding before the AAO contains: (I) the Form 1·129 and supporting 
documentation: (2) the director's request for evidence (RFE); (3) the petitioner's response to the 
RFE: (4) thc notice of decision: and (5) the Form I-290B and supporting materials. The AAO 
reviewed the record in its entirety before issuing its decision. 

The issue before the AAO is whether the petitioner's proffered po,ition qualifies as a specialty 
occupation. To meets its burden of proof in this regard, the petitioner must establish that the job 
it is offering to the beneficiary meets the following statutory and regulatory requirements. 

Section 214(i)(l) of the Act, 8 USc. * 1 184(i)(l), defines the term "specialty occupation" as an 
occupation that requires: 

(A) theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized 
knowledge. and 

(B) attainment of a bachelor's or higher degree in the specific specialty (or 
its equivalent) as a minimum for entry into the occupation in the 
United States. 

The regulation at 8 ('.FR. * 214.2(h)(4)(ii) states, in pertinent part, the following: 

Spcc;u/!r OCClIl'u!;on means an occupation which 1 (I) 1 rc,!uires thcorctical and 
practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge in fields of 
human endeavor including, but not limited to. architecture. engineering. 
mathematics. physical sciences, social sciences, medicine and health. 
education. business specialties, accounting, law, theology, ancl the arts. and 
which 1(2)1 requires the attainment of a bachelor's degree or higher in a 
specific specialty. or its equivalent, as a minimum for entry into the 
occupation in the United States. 

Pursuant to 8 (,F.R. * 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A), to qualify as a specialty occupation. a proposed 
position must also meet one of the following criteria: 

(1) A haccalaureate or higher degree or its equivalent is normally thc 
minilllulll requirement for entry into the particular position; 



(.2) The degrec requirement is common to the industry in parallel posit ions 
among similar organizations or. in the alternative, an cmployer Illay 
show that its particular position is so complex or unique that it can be 
performed only by an individual with a degree: 

(3) The employer normall y requires a degree or its equivalent for the 
position: or 

(.:/) The nature of the specific duties [is 1 so specialized and complex that 
knowlcdge required to perform the duties is usually associated with the 
attainmcnt of a baccalaureate or higher degree. 

As a threshold issue, it is noted that 8 C.F.R. § 214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A) must logically be read together 
with section 214(i)( I) of the Act and 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii). In other words, this regulatory 
language must be construed in harmony with the thrust of the related provisions and with the 
statute as a whole. See K Marl Corp. v. Cartier, Inc., 486 U.S. 281. 291 (l9H8) (holding that 
construction of languagc which takes into account the design of the statute as a whole is 
prefcrrcd): see {Ilso COlT Independence Joint Venture v. Fedeml Sm'. (lltd Loull 1111'. Corp., 489 
U.S. 561 (1989): M{llIcrof'W-F-, 21 I&N Dec. 503 (BIA 1996). As such, the criteria stated inS 
CF.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) should logically be read as being nccessary hut not necessarily 
sufficicnt to meet the statutory and regulatory definition of specialty occupation. To otherwise 
interpret this scctlon as stating the nccessary and sufficient conditions for mceting the definition 
of specialty occupation would result in particular positions meeting a condition under 8 C.F.R. § 
214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) hut not the statutory or regulatory definition. See De/ell.IOr \'. Meissner, 201 
F.3d 384, 3H7 (Sth Cir. 2000). To avoid this illogical and absurd result. 8 C.F.R. § 
214.2(h)( 4 )(iii)(A) must therefore be read as stating additional requirements that a position must 
meet, supplementing the statutory and regulatory definitions of specialty occupation. 

Consonant with section 214(i)( I) of the Act and the regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii), U.S. 
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) consistently interprets the term "degree" in the 
criteria at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) to mean not just any baccalaureate or higher degree, but 
one in a specific specialty that is directly related to the proffered position. Applying this 
.standard, USCIS regularly approves H-l B petitions for qualified aliens who arc to he employed 
as engineers, computer scientists, certified puhlic accountants, college professors, and other such 
occupations. These professions, for which petitioners have regularly been able to establish a 
minimum entry requirement in the United States of a baccalaureate or higher degree in a specific 
specialty, or its equivalent. fairly represent the types of specialty occupations that Congress 
contemplated when it created the H-I B visa category. 

To determine whether a particular job qualifies as a specialty occupation, USGS does not simply 
rely on a position's title. The specific duties of the proffered position, combined with the nature of 
the petitioning entity's business operations, are factors to be considered. USCIS must examine the 
ultimate cmployment of the alien, and determine whether the position qualifies as a specialty 
occupation. See generalh' Def'ensor v. Meissner, 201 F. 3d 384. The critical element is not the title 
of thc position nor an cmployer's self-imposed standards, but whether the position actually requires 
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the theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge, and the 
attainment of a baccalaureate or higher degree in the specific specialty as the minimum for entry 
into the occupation, as required by the Act. 

In support of the Form 1- I 2'1, counsel for the pclilioner submitted, infer lI/ill, the following 
documents: (I) a support letter from the petitioner: (2) a copy of an approved Lahor Condition 
Application (LCA): (3) a copy of the petitioner's 200'1 federal income tax return: (4) a copy of 
the petitioner's marketing materials: (5) a copy of the beneficiary's foreign diploma and 
transcript: and (6) an evaluation of the beneficiary's foreign degree equivalency. 

In its support letter, the petitioner provided the following description of the proffered position's 
duties: 

• Assess ongoing husiness activities and undertake detailed studies of I the petitioner's I 
husiness processes to decrease operational costs hy eliminating redundant processes I : I 

• Monitor quality assurance policies and procedures consistent with company goals, 
policies, revenue, and cost targetsl: I 

• Anal y I.e performances including efficiency, organization, marketing, managing finances, 
and adhering to budgets I : I 

• Develop recommendation list to identify potential benefits as well as implementation 
issues and challenges and ensure that the recommendations to be made will have the most 
impact, the greatest value for our managementl: 1 

• Conduct integrated analysis of I the petitioner's I business operations by using 
collaborative brainstorming sessions to provide a common basis for discussions and 
analysisl :1 

• Identify customer service trends, and generate appropriate strategy optionsl: I 
• Participate in cross-functional project teams related to planning and proces, improvement 

initiativesl: I 
• Assist in conducting analysis of new services including competitive position, pricing, 

market trends, features, and enhaneementsl: I 
• Help develop a long range strategy for each service and maintain a comprehensive 

development plan that is consistent with I the petitioner's I business objectivesl: I 
• Gather and organize information on problems and operating proceduresl: andl 
• Confer with employees concerned to ensure smooth functioning of newly implemented 

systems and procedures. 

On March 1'1, 20 I I. the director issued an RFE requesting that the petitioner provide a line-and
block organizational chart showing the petitioner's hierarchy and staffing levels if the heneficiary 
will supervise or direct others. The director also stated that there is no clear standard for how 
one prepares for a career as a management analyst and no requirement for a degree in a specific 
specialty. Thus, the director also requested evidence that the proffered position qualifies as a 
specialty occupation. 

On May 10. 20 I I. counsel for thc petitioner responded to the director's RFE and submittcd the 
following: (I) a copy of the Department of Labor's OCCII[JlIfillllill Oil/look HUIII/hook's (the 
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Hom/hook) chapter on Management Analysts (2010-11 edition); (2) a copy of an unpublished 
AAO decision; and (3) copies of four job advertisements. 

In a letter submitted in response to the director's RFE, counsel for the petitioner contended that 
the proffered position qualifies as a specialty occupation because the Handhook indicates that "at 
lea.st a bachelor I sic I degree in business administration is required for management anal ysts." 
Counsel also contended that the proffered position requires "an individual who possess Isicl a 
bachelor Isicl degree or its equivalent in the occupation field .... " 

On July 21, 2011. the director denied the petition finding that the proffered position is not a 
specialty occupation. 

On appeal, counsel for the petitioner contends that the director erroneously determined that the 
proffered position is not a specialty occupation. Counsel contends that the petition qualifies as a 
specialty occupation and meets more than one of the criteria at 8 CF.R. * 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). 
Counsel also contends that the proffered position "requires a well-rounded understanding of all 
aspects of busine.s.s administration including accounting and finance, marketing. and business 
operation analysis. which can only be attained through a bachelor's degree." Counsel also 
contends that the director's determination that the proffered position's duties do not appear so 
specialized and complex "is untenable." 

No additional evidence was submitted on appea\. 

As a preliminary matter. the petitioner's claim that a bachelor's degree in "business 
administration" is a sufficient minimum requirement for entry into the proffered position is 
inadequate to establish that the proposed position quali fies as a specialty occupation. A 
petitioner must demonstrate that the proffered position requires a precise and specific course of 
study that relates directly and closely to the position in question. Since there must he a close 
corrclation between the required specialized studies and the position. the requirement of a degrce 
with a generalized title. such as business administration, without further specification, does not 
establish the position as a specialty occupation. Cf: Maller of" Miciwc/ HerT; AssociaTes. 19 1& N 
Dec. 558 (Comm'r 1988). 

To prove that a job requires the theoretical and practical application of a body of highly 
special ized knowledge as required by section 214(i)(l) of the Act, a petitioner must establish that 
the position requires the attainmcnt of a bachelor's or higher degree in a specialized field of study 
or its equivalent. As discussed s/lpm. USCIS interprets the degree requirement at 8 C.F.R. ~ 

214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) to require a degree in a specific specialty that is directly related to the 
proposed position. Although a general-purpose bachelor's degree, such as a degree in husiness 
administration. may be a legitimate prerequisite for a particular position. requiring such a degree. 
without more. will not justify a finding that a particular position qualifies for classification as a 
specialty occupation. See Royal Sialll Corp. v. Chertott: 484 F.3d 139. 147 (I st Cir. 20(7).' 

I Specifically. the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit explained in Rovu! Siam that: 

I!lhe courts and the agency consistently have stated that, although a general-purpose 
bachelor's lkgrcc. :-ouch as a business administration degree, may be a legitimate 
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Again. the petitioner in this matter claims that the duties of the proffered position can he 
performed hy an individual with only a general~purpose bachelor's degree. i.e .. a bachelor's 
degree in business administration. This assertion is tantamount to an admi<sion that the 
proffered position is not in fact a specialty occupation. The director's decision must thercCore be 
affirmed and the petition denied on this basis alone. 

To make its determination whether the proffered position qualifies as a specialty occupation. the 
AAO turns next to the criteria at 8 C.F.R. ~ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(I) and (2): a haccalaureate or 
higher degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent is the normal minimum requirement for 
entry into the particular position: and a degree requirement in a specific specialty is common to 
the industry in parallel positions among similar organizations or a particular position is so 
complex or unique that it can be performed only by an individual with a degree in a specific 
specialty. Factors considered by the AAO when determining these criteria include: whether the 
H{IIulhook. on which the AAO routinely relies for the educational requirements of particular 
occupations. reports the industry requires a degree in a specific specialty: whether the industry"s 
professional association has made a degree in a specific specialty a minimum entry requirement; 
and whether letters or affidavits from firms or individuals in the industry attest that such firms 
"routinely employ and recruit only degreed individuals .. ' See Slwllti. Illc. \'. Rellll. 36 F. Supp. 
2d 1151. 1165 (D. Minn. 1999) (quoting HirdlBlaker Corp. t'. SUl'a. 712 F. Supp, 1095.1102 
(SDN.Y.1989)) 

The AAO recognizes the HI/lldh"o/.; as an authoritative source on the duties and educational 
requirements of the wide variety of occupations that it addresses. 2 The petitioner claims that the 
duties of the proffered position are those of a management analyst. The H{//ulh""k describes the 
occupation of management analyst as follows: 

Id. 

What Management Analysts Do 

Managcment analysts. often called management consultant.s. propose ways to 
iIllprove an organi/ation's efficiency. They advise managers on how to make 
organizations more profitable through reduced costs and increased revenues 

prerequisite for a particular position. requiring such a degree. without more. will not 
Justify the granting of a petition for an H~ I B specialty occupation visa. See, e.g .. Tapis 
Int'l v. INS. 94 F.Supp.2d 172. 17S~76 (D.Mass.2000); Shanti, 36 F. Supp.2d at 1164~66: 
'f Matter Of Mic/wc/ Hert; Asso{',\· .. 19 I & N Dec. 558. 560 (Comm'r 1988) (providing 
frequently cited analysis in connection with a conceptually similar provision). This is as it 
~hoLild bl.?: clSl'\'v'ise. an employer could ensure the granting of a specialty occupation visa 
petition hy the simple expedient of creating a generic (and e"entiall} artificial) degree 
rcquirenll'Jlt. 

The AAO's references to the Handbook arc to the 2()12~2013 edition available online. The Haw/hook. 
which is available in printed form, may also be accessed on the Internet at http: http://www.bls.gov/ooh/. 
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Duties 

Management analysts typically do the following: 

• Gather and organize information about the problem to be solved or the 
procedure to be improved 

• Interview personnel and conduct on-sitc observations to detcrmine the 
methods, cquipment, and personnel that will be needed 

• Analyze financial and other data, including revenue, expcnditure, and 
employment reports, including, sometimes, building and usmg 
sorhisticated mathematical models 

• Develop solutions or alternative practices 
• Recollllllcnd new systems. procedures. or organizational changcs 
• Make recommendations to management through presentations or written 

reports 
• Confer with managers to ensure that the changes are working 

Although some management analysts work for the organization that they are 
analyzing. most work as consultants on a contractual basis. 

Whether they are self-employed or part of a large consulting company, the work 
of a management analyst may vary from project to project. Some projects require 
a team of consultants, each specializing in one area. In other projects, consultants 
work independently with the client organization's managers. 

Management analysts often specialize in certain areas, such as inventory 
management or reorganizing corporate structures to eliminate duplicate and 
nonessential jobs. Some consultants specialize in a specific industry, such as 
healthcare or telecommunications. In government, management analysts usually 
specialize by type of agency. 

Organi/ations hire consultants to develop strategies for entering and remaining 
competitive in the electronic marketplace. 

Management analysts who work on contract may write proposals and bid for jobs. 
Typically, an organization that needs the help of a management analyst solicits 
proposals from a number of consultants and consulting companies that specialize 
in the needed work. Those who want the work must then submit a proposal by the 
deadline that explains how they will do the work, who will do the work, why they 
are the best consultants to do the work, what the schedule will be, and how much 
it will cost. The organization that needs the consultants then selects the proposal 
that best meets its needs and budget. 

U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, OCCllp(ltioIlCi/ Olltlook f/ulldhook, 2012-
13 cd., at http://www.hls.gov/ooh/Business-and-Financial/Management-anal)ists.ht m#tah-2 (last 
visited July 26, 2(12). 
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However. the lIolldlw(lk indicates that management analysts do not constitute an occupational 
group that categorically requires a specialty occupation level of education, that is, at least a U.S. 
bachelor's degree ill (/ s{'ecific s{,('cia/tv, or its equivalent. for entry into the occupation in the 
United States. More specifically, the Hundhook states that "Imlost management analysts have at 
least a bachelor's degree." U.S. Depal1ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, OCCIt{,utioll(// 
Oltt/ook How/hook. 2012-13 ed., at http://www.bls.gov/ooh/Business-and
financiaIiManagement-analysts.htm#tab-4 (last visited July 26, 2(12). That the How/hook does 
not indicate that management analyst positions normally require at least a bachelor's degree in a 
specific specialty is also evident in the following discussion in the "How to Become a 
Management Analyst" section of its chapter "Management Analysts," which does not specify a 
requirement of a hachelor's degree in a particular major or academic concentration: 

How to 8ecome a Management Analyst 

Most management analysts have at least a bachelor's degree. The Certified 
Management Consultant (CMC) designation may improve job prospects. 

Education 

A bachelor's degree is the typical entry-level requirement for management 
analysts. However. some employers prefer to hire candidates who have a master's 
degree in business administration (MBA). In 2010. 28 percent of management 
analysts had a master's degree. 

Few colleges and universities oller formal programs in management consulting. 
However. many fields of study provide a suitable education because of the rangc 
of areas that management analysts address. Common fields of study include 
business. managcment, accounting, marketing, economics. statistics. computer 
and information science. and engineering. 

Analysts also routinely attend conferences to stay up to date on current 
developments in their field. 

Certification 

offers the 
Certified Management Consultant (CMC) designation to thosc who mect 
minimum lcyeb of education and experience. submit client reviews. and pa" an 
interview and cxam covering the [MC USA's Code of Ethics. Management 
consultants with a CMC designation must be recertified every 3 years. 
Management analysts are not required to get certification. hut it may give 
johseekers a competitive advantage. 

Work Experience 



Many analysts enter the occupation with years of work experience. Organizations 
that specialize in certain fields try to hire candidates who have experience in those 
areas. Typical work hack grounds include management. human resources, and 
information technology. 

Advancement 

As consultants gam experience, they often take on more responsihility. At the 
senior level. consultants may supervise teams working on more complex projects 
and hecome more involved in seeking out new husiness. Those with cxceptional 
skills may eventually become partners in their consulting organization and focus 
on attracting new clients and bringing in revenue. Senior consultants who lcavc 
their consulting company often move to senior management positions at non
consulting organizations. 

Important Qualities 

Analytical skills. Management analysts must be ahlc to interpret a wide range of 
information and use their findings to make proposals. 

Communication skills. Managemcnt analysts must be able to communicate 
clearly and precisely in both writing and speaking. Successful analysts also need 
good listening skills to understand the organization's problems and propose 
appropriatc solutions. 

Interpersonal skills, Management analysts must work with managers and other 
cmployees of the organizations where they provide consulting serVices. They 
should work as a team toward achieving the organization's goals. 

Problem-solving skills, Management analysts must be able to think creatively to 
sol\'c clients' problems. Although some aspects of different clients' prohlems may 
he similar. each situation is likely to present unique challenges for the analyst to 
solve. 

Se(j:conjidellce. Management analysts work under fairly high pressure. They 
should be confident and self-motivated when working with clients. 

Time-management "kill". Management analysts often work under tight deadlines 
and must usc their time efficiently to complete projects on time. 

Id. The HUlldbook therefore indicates that a general husiness degree is suitable for entry into 
management analyst positions. [d. Again, such a general degree standard is insufficient on its 
own to justify a finding that a particular position qualifies for classification as a specialty 
occupation. See Rom/ Sium Corp. v. Chertofj: 484 F.3d at 147. 

The !Iulldbook also indicates that individuals with hachelor's degrees in a variety of fields may 



enter the occupation of management analyst, including those with such disparate majors as 
business or engineering. In general, provided the specialties are closely related. e.g .. chemistry 
and hiochemistry. a minimum of a bachelor's or higher degree in more than one specialty is 
recognized as satisfying the "degree in the specific specialty" requirement of section 214(i)(I)( B) 
of the Act. In sueh a case. the required "body of highly specialized knowledge" would 
essentially be the same. Since there must be a close correlation between the required "body of 
highly specialized knowledge" and the position, however. a minimum entry requirement of a 
degree in two di.spm·ate fields. such as business and engineering, would not meet the statutory 
requirement that the degree be "in the specific specialty.'" Section 214(i)(l)(b) (emphasis 
added) 

Because the Halldh",,/;: indicates that entry into the management analyst occupation does not 
normally require a degree in a specific specialty, the Ham/h",,/;: docs not support the proffered 
position as heing a specialty occupation. 

As the evidence of record does not establish that the particular position here prollered is one for 
which the normal minimum entry requirement is a baccalaureate or higher degree. or the 
equivalent, in a specific specialty closely related to the position's duties, the petitioner has not 
satisfied the criterion at 8 C.F.R. ~ 214.2(h)(4 )(iii)(A)(l). 

Next, the ;\;\0 finds that the petitioner has not satisfied the first of the two alternative prongs of 
8 C'.F.R. * 21-1.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). This prong alternatively requires a petitioner to estahlish that a 
bachelor's degree. in a specific specialty, is common to the petitioner's industry in positions that 
are hoth: (I) parallel to the proffered position: and (2) located in organizations that are similar to 
the pet itioner. 

As stated earlier, in determining whether there is such a common degree requirement, factors 
often considered by USeIS include: whether the Handhook reports that the industry requires a 
degree: whether the industry's professional association has made a degree a minimum entry 
requirement: and whether letters or affidavits from firms or individuals in the industry attest that 
such firms "routinely employ and recruit only de greed individuals." See S//(/nti. /11('. v. Rello, 36 
F. Supp. 2d at 1165 (quoting HirdlB/aker Corp. v. Savu, 712 F. Supp. at 1102). 

Here. and as already discussed. the petitioner has not established that its proffered position is one 
for which the How/hoo/;: reports an industry-wide requirement of at least a hachelor's degree in a 
specific specialty or its equivalent. Also, there arc no suhmissions from professional 
associations. individuals. or similar finns in the petitioner's industry attesting that individuals 
employed in positions parallel to the proffered position are routinely required to have a minimum 
of a hachelor's degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent for entry into those positions. 
Finally, for the reasons discussed helow, the petitioner's reliance upon the joh vacancy 
advenisements is misplaced. 

Whether read With the statutory "the" or the regulatory "a," hoth readings denote a singular "specialty." 
Section 214(i)( I )(h) of the Act; 8 C.F.R. * 214.2(h)(4)(ii). Still, the AAO does not so narrowly interpret 
these provisions to exclude positions from qualifying as specialty occupations if they permit, as a 
minimuill entry re4uir~mcIlt, degrees in more than one closely related specialty. 
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In support of its assertion that the degree requirement is common to the petitioner's industry in 
parallcl positions among similar organizations, the petitioner submittcd copics of four 
advertiscments as cvidencc that its degrcc requirement is standard amongst its pecr organilations 
Illr p~Haliel positions. The advertisements provided, however, do not cqablish tilat at least a 
bachelor's degrcc or the equivalent in a specific specialty is rcquired. In addition. even if all 01' 
the job postings indicated that a bachelor's or higher degree in a specific specialty or its 
cquivalcnt werc required, the petitioner fails to establish that the submitted advertiscments arc 
relevant in that the posted job announcements are not for parallel positions in similar 
organizations in the same industry. 

For instance, the first advertisement is for a "Configuration Manager" position that requires the 
candidate to have 5-7 years of management of health insurance payor systems or 5-7 years of 
experience of "QNXT configuration management experience." This is in contrast to the 
petitioner's designation on the LCA that the proffered position is a Level I position which 
indicatcs that thc position is an entry-level position for an employee who has only basic 
understanding of the occupation. See Employment and Training Administration (ETA), 
Prel'lIilill!; Wa!;l' Determinatioll Policy Gllidallce, Nonagricultural Immigration Programs (Rev. 
Nov. 20(9). Furthermore, onc of the essential duties of the configuration manager position is to 
"[m[anage a team of professional health insurance configuration analysts." There is no evidence 
in the record that the beneficiary will manage any of the petitioner's employees. Moreover, the 
ad vcrt isemcnt states that thc position requires a "Bachelors [sic 1 Degrec in busincss relatcd 
disciplincs." As discussed above, although a general-purpose bachelor's dcgree, such as a degree 
in business administration, may be a legitimate prerequisite for a particular position, requiring 
such a dcgree, without more. will not justify a finding that a particular position qualifies tllr 
classii"ication as a specialty occupation. S~e Roya/ Sialll Corp. 1". Cherloll: 4»4 F . .1d at 147. 
Again, since there must bc a closc correlation between the requircd specialized studics and the 
p(hition, thc requiremcnt of a degree with a generalized title, such as business administration. 
without further specification. does not establish the position as a specialty occupation. C( 
Mutter o( Michael Hert~ Associates, 19 I&N Dec. 558. Therefore, the first advertised position 
cannot be found to be a parallel position in a similar organization. 

The second advertisement is for a "Business Analyst PMO Management Analyst" position 
requiring a "B.S. or B.A. degree in Business, Management, or information technology, 
engineering, or related field." As discussed above, although a general-purpose bachelor's degree, 
.such as a degrce in husiness administration, may be a legitimate prerequisite for a particular 
position, requiring such a degree, without more, will not justify a finding that a parlicular 
position qualifies for classification as a specialty occupation. See Royal Siam Corp. I'. Chertott: 
4X4 F.3d at 147. Also, sincc there must be a close correlation bctween thc rcquired specialized 
studies and the position, the alleged requirement of a degree in two disparatc fields such as 
business and engineering docs not establish the position as a specialty occupation. See * 
214(i)( I) of the Act (requiring in pertinent part the "application of a body of highly specialized 
knowledge" and "attainmcnt of a bachelor's or higher degree in Ihe specific spccialty" (emphasis 
addcd)): if Muller o(Michaei Hert~Associates, 19 I&N Dec. 558. Furthermorc, the advertising 
entity is a husiness and technology solutions provider primarily foeu.sed on "Healthcare IT. 
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federal Financial Management, and Grants Management" and, thus, it cannot he found to he a 
parallel position in a similar organization. 

The third advertisement is for a senior analyst care management position in a healthcare "system 
of 40 hospitals and medical centers in California, Arizona and Nevada" with a network of 
"nearly 10,000 physicians and approximately 53,000 employees .... " Thus, it cannot he found 
to hc similar to the petitioner in terms of its size and the type and level of services provided such 
that they could hc found to be similar organizations. As such, the record lacks sufficielll 
evidence demonstrating that the advertised position is a parallel position. Moreover, the 
advertisement does not state that a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty is required. 

The l'Ollrth advertisement is for a "Vendor Management Analyst" position that requires a "B.S. or 
B.A. degree in business. accounting, law or healtheare field, or equivalent work experience." 
Again. although a general-purpose bachelor's degree, such as a degree in business, may be a 
legitimate prerequisite !(l!' a particular position, requiring such a degree. without more. will not 
justify a finding that a particular position qualifies for classification as a specialty occupation. 
Se" Rom! Sill/ll Corl'. \'. Chertof!: 484 F.3d at 147. Also, since there must he a close correlation 
hetween the required specialized studies and the position. the alleged requirement of a degree ill 
disparate fields such as accounting. law, and healthcare docs not establish the position as a 
specialty occupation. See ~ 214(i)( I) of the Act (requiring in pertinent part the "application of II 
body of highly specialized knowledge" and "attainment of a bachelor's or higher degree in the 
specific specialty" (emphasis added)); cl Malter olMichaei Hertz Associates, 19 I&N Dec. 558 
(ColllIn'r 1988). Furthermore, the record lacks sufficient evidence to establish the petitioner as 
being similar to the advertising company in terms of its size and the type and level of services 
provided such that they could be found to be similar organizations. 

As a result, the petitioner has not established that similar companies in the same industry 
routillely require at lea.st a bachelor's degree in a specific .specialty or its cquivalent for parallel 

. . " pos Illons . 

...\ Although the silL' of the relevant study population is unknown, the petitioner fails to demonstrate what 

statistically valid inferences. if any. can be drawn from just four job advertisements with regard to 
determining the common educational requirements for entry into parallel positions in similar companies. 
Sec gl'llerol/r Earl Bahhie, iI,,' Practice o{'Social Research 186-228 (1995). Moreover. given that there 
IS no lIldicalion thai the advertisements were randomly selected. Ihe validity of any such inferences could 
nol he aecuraiL'ly determined even if the sampling unit wcre sufficiently large. Sec id. at 195-196 
(exptaining thai "[r[andom selection is the key to [the[ process lof probability sampling I" and thai 
"random selection offers access 10 the hody of prohahility theory, which provides Ihe hasis for estimates 
of population parameters and estimates of error"). 

As such. even if the joh announcements supported the finding that the position of management analyst in 
a skilled rehab celller/nursing home required a bachelor's or higher degree in a specific specialty or its 
equivalent, it cannot he found that such a limited number of postings that appear to have been consciously 
selected could credibly refute the statistics-bascd findings of the Handbook published by the Bureau of 
Lahor Statistics that such a position docs not require at least a baccalaureate degree in a specific specialty 
for enlry into the occupation in the United States. 
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The petitioner also has not satisfied the second alternative prong of 8 C.r:.R, ~ 

214,2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). which provides that "an employer may show that its particular position is 
so complex or unique that it can be performed only by an individual with a degree." The 
petitioner and counsel claim that the duties of the proffered position are complex. However. the 
record does not demonstrate any complexity or unique nature of the proffered position that 
distinguishes it from similar but non-degreed or non-specialty de greed employment under the 
second prong of the criterion. A review of the record indicates that the petitioner has failed to 
credibly demonstrate that the duties the beneficiary will be responsible for or perform on a day
to-day basis entail such complexity or uniqueness as to constitute a position so complex or 
unique that it can be performed only by a person with at \cast a bachelor's degree in a specific 
specialty or its equivalent. 

Specifically. the petitioner failed to demonstrate how the management analyst duties described 
require the theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge such 
that a bachelor's or higher degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent is required to perform 
theill. For instance. the petitioner did not submit information relevant to a detailed course of 
study leading to a specialty degree and did not establish how such a curriculum is necessary to 
peri(mn the duties it claims are so complex and unique. While courses in business. for example. 
may be beneficial in performing certain duties of a management analyst position. the petitioner 
has I'ailed to demonstrate how an established curriculum of such courses leading to a 
baccalaureate degree iii (/ specific spcci(//ry. or its equivalent arc required to perform the duties of 
thc particular position here proffered. 

Therefore. the evidence of record does not establish that this position is significantly different 
from other management analyst positions such that it refutes the Handhook's information to the 
effect that there is a spectrum academic disciplines. including majors in such disparate fields as 
social science and engineering. that are acceptable for management analyst positions. In other 
words. the record lacks sufficiently detailed information to distinguish the proffered position as 
unique from or more complex than managcment analyst or other closely related positions that 
can be performed by persons without at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty or its 
equivalent. Consequently. as the petitioner fails to demonstrate how the proffered position of 
management analyst is so complex or unique relative to other management analyst positions that 
do not require at least a haccalaureate degrce in a specific specialty or its equivalent for entry 
into the occupation in the Unitcd States. it cannot be concluded that the petitioner has satisfied 
the second alternative prong of 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). 

Next. the record of proceeding does not establish a prior history of recruiting and hiring for the 
prolTered position only persons with at least a bachelor's dcgree. or the equivalent. in a specific 
specialty, Therefore. the petitioner has not satisfied the third criterion of 8 C.F.R, 
~ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A), 

~ \Vhile a petitioner Illay helieve or otherwise assert that a proffered position requIres a degree, that 

opinion alone without corroborating evidence cannot establish the position as a specialty occupation. 
Were I :SClS limited soiely to reviewing a petitioner's claimed self-imposed requirements. then any 
individual with a hache lor's degree could be brought to the United States to perllmll any occupation as 
long as thc employer artificially created a token degree requirement. whereby all individuals employed in 
a particular position possessed a baccalaureate or higher degree in the specific specialty or its equivalent. 
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Finally. thc petitioner has not satisfied the fourth criterion of 8 C.F.R. ~ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). 
which is reserved for positions with specific duties so specialized and complex that their 
performance requires knowledge that is usually associated with the attainment of a haccalaureate 
or highcr degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent. Again. relative specialization and 
complexity have not hecn sufficiently developed hy the petitioner as an aspect of the proffered 
position. In other words. the proposed duties have not been descrihed with sufficicnt specificity 
to show that they are more specialized and complex than management analyst positions that are 
not usually associated with a degree in a specific specialty." 

The petitioner has failed to estahlish that it has satisfied any of thc criteria at X C.F.R. ~ 

214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) and. therefore. it cannot be found that the proffered position qualifies as a 
specialty occupation. The appeal will he dismissed and the petition denied for this reason. 

The AAO does not need to examine the issue of the beneficiary's qualifications. because the 
petitioner has not provided sufficient documentation to demonstrate that the position is a 
specialty occupation. In other words. the bencficiary's credentials to perform a particular job are 
relevant only when the job is found to he a specialty occupation. As discussed in this decision. 
the petitioner did not submit sufficient evidence regarding thc proffered position to determine 
that it is a srecialty occupation and. therefore. the issue of whether it will require a baccalaureate 
or higher degrce. or its equivalent. in a specific specialty also cannot he determined. 

The hurden of proof in thesc proceedings rests solely with the petitioner. Section 29 I of the Aet. 
X Us.c. ~ 1361. Here. that burden has not heen met. Accordingly. thc appeal will be dismissed. 
and thc petition will be denied. 

See /)e/i'll.wr \'. Meissner. 201 F.}d at 387. In other words. if a petitioner's degree requirement is only 
symbolic and the proffered position does not in fact require such a specialty degree or its equivalent to 
perform its duties. the occupation would not meet the statutory or regulatory definition of a specialty 
occupation. Sec ~ 214(i)tl) of the Act; 8 C.F.R. ~ 214.2(h)t4)(ii) (defining the term "specialty 
oecupal ion"). 

(, Counsel ar~ues on appeal that the proffered position qualifies as a specialty occupation on the basis 
that lis duties are so complex. However. the duties as described lack sufficient specifiCity to distingUish 
the profkred position from other management analyst positions t(lr which a hache lor's or higher degree in 
a specific speCialty. or its equivalent. is not required to perform their duties. 

Moreover. as noted above, the petitioner has designated the proffered position as a Level I position on the 
submitted LCA. indicating that it is an entry-level position for an employee who has only basic 
undcrstanding of the occupation. See Employment and Training Administration (ETA). Prevailing Wage 
f)"{l'I'lIIil1(/{ion Polin' Guidance. Nonagricultural Immigration Programs (Rev. Nov. 2009). Therefore. it 
Lssimply not credible that thc position is one with specialized and complex duties. as such a higher-level 
position would he classified as a LevellY position. requiring a significantly higher prevading wage. It is 
incumbent upon the petitioner to resolve any inconsistencies in the record hy independent Objective 

evidence. Any attempt to explain or reconcile such inconsistencies will not suffice unless the petitioner 

suhmits competent obleetive evidence pointing to where the truth lies. Maul'/' otHo. 19 I&l's' Dec. 582. 
591-1)2 (BIA 1988). 
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ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. The petition is denied. 


